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Most historical accounts of economic policy set out to describe the way in which governments have attempted to solve their economic problems and to achieve their economic
objectives. Jim Tomlinson, however, focuses on the problems themselves, arguing that the way in which areas of economic policy become ‘problems’ for policy makers is always
problematic itself, that it is never obvious and never happens ‘naturally’. This approach is quite distinct from the Marxist, the Keynesian or the neo-classical accounts of economic
policy, the schools of thought which are described and criticized in the introduction. Subsequent chapters use the issues of unemployment, the gold standard and problems of
trade and Empire to demonstrate that these competing accounts all obscure the true complexities of the process. Because they adhere to simple assumptions about the role of
economic theory or of ‘vested interests’ previous histories have been unable adequately to explain the dramatic change after the First World War in attitudes to unemployment,
for instance, or the decision to return to gold in 1925. Jim Tomlinson surveys the institutional circumstances, the conflicting political pressures and the theories offered at the time
in an attempt to discover the conditions which characterized the questions as economic problems and contributed to the choice of ‘solutions’. The result is a sophisticated and
intellectually compelling account of matters which have remained at the forefront of political debate since its first publication in 1981.
Current Problems of the World Economy and International Trade reveals the determinants of competitiveness and drivers of economic growth of individual countries provides
useful applied advice on post-crisis recovery and the development of the world economy and international trade in the post-pandemic period.
United Nations Documents Index
Current Price Developments and the Problem of Economic Stablization
Current Price Developments and the Problem of Economic Stabilization
Economic Problems of Small Business in the Northwest United States
Dilemmas in Economic Theory : Persisting Foundational Problems of Microeconomics
The Johns Hopkins University Circular
Reviews consumer demand, shortages, removal of wartime price regulations, and expansion of the money supply impact on prices and inflation.
"The Economy Today is exceptionally well suited for this task. From its inception, this text has been motivated by policy issues. The primary goal has been to help students understand the
challenges of economic pol-icy and the consequences of specific actions like tariffs, regulation, and tax reform. It has always provided a bal-anced discussion of these issues, allowing
students to assess different perspectives on critical issues. For this edi-tion, instructors will particularly appreciate the unique chapters that provide a solid foundation for explaining, illustrating, and assessing major Trump initiatives. Chapter 16, for example, is devoted to supply-side theory, a core foundation of Trumponomics. Students can explore the theoretical basis for tax
cuts, deregulation, and immigration reform. Chapter 35 on international trade goes beyond the theory of comparative advantage to explain why and how some market participants seek to erect
trade barriers. The unique chapter devoted to deregulation (Chapter 27) ex-amines the rationale for government regulation of industry, the inherent trade-offs, and the consequences of
(de)regulation. The same kind of insistence on critical thinking about policy issues is apparent in Chapter 28 on envi-ronmental protection"-The Economic Problem in Biblical and Patristic Thought
Economic Aspects of the Liquor Problem
Including Radical & Utopian Economics, Economic Models of the Political Process, Income Distribution, Altruism & Corruption, Social Choice & Game Theory, the Economics of War, Race and
Justice
Investigation of Economic Problems
Economic and Social Problems and Conditions of the Southern Appalachians
Post-war Economic Policy and Planning: Financial problems of the transitional period

This book presents the state of the art in the relatively new field of dynamic economic modelling with regime switches. The contributions, written by prominent scholars in the field,
focus on dynamic decision problems with regime changes in underlying dynamics or objectives. Such changes can be externally driven or internally induced by decisions. Utilising the
most advanced mathematical methods in optimal control and dynamic game theory, the authors address a broad range of topics, including capital accumulation, innovations, financial
decisions, population economics, environmental and resource economics, institutional change and the dynamics of addiction. Given its scope, the book will appeal to all scholars
interested in mathematical and quantitative economics.
Includes University catalogues, President's report, Financial report, registers, announcement material, etc.
Hearing Before the Select Committee on Small Business, United States Senate, Ninety-fourth Congress, First Session ...
The Economy Today
Economic Analysis of Environmental Problems
Current Review of Economic and Social Problems in the United Nations
Persisting Foundational Problems of Microeconomics
Hearings Before the Joint Economic Committee, Ninety-third Congress, First Session ...
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Includes The economic foundations of medieval society, The rise of a money economy, The chronology of labour services and The charters of the villeins.
These essays discuss the service sector and causes, problems and prospects of replacing the manufacturing business.
Hearings Before the Committee on Finance, United States Senate, Seventy-second Congress, Second Session, Pursuant of S. Res. 315, Authorizing and Directing the Finance
Committee to Make an Investigation and Study of the Present Economic Problems of the United States with a View to Securing Constructive Suggestions with Respect to the
Solution of Such Problems ...
Hearings Before the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, Congress of the United States, Eightieth Congress, First Session, Pursuant to Sec. 5 (A) of Public Law 304, 79th
Congress. Pt. 1
Economic and Loan Problems Confronting the Fisheries Industry
Dynamic Economic Problems with Regime Switches
A Current Review [of] Economic and Social Problems in the United Nations
An Economic Analysis of the Junk Automobile Problem
In recent years, the United Kingdom has become a more and more divided society with inequality between the regions as marked as it has ever been. In a landmark
analysis of the current state of Britain’s regional development, Philip McCann utilises current statistics, examines historical trends and makes pertinent international
comparisons to assess the state of the nation. The UK Regional–National Economic Problem brings attention to the highly centralised, top down governance structure that
the UK deploys, and demonstrates that it is less than ideally placed to rectify these inequalities. The ‘North-South’ divide in the UK has never been greater and the rising
inequalities are evident in almost all aspects of the economy including productivity, incomes, employment status and wealth. Whilst the traditional economic dominance of
London and its hinterland has continued along with relative resilience in the South West of England and Scotland, in contrast the Midlands, the North of England,
Northern Ireland and Wales lag behind by most measures of prosperity. This inequality is greatly limiting national economic performance and the fact that Britain has a
below average standard of living by European and OECD terms has been ignored. The UK’s economic and governance inequality is unlikely to be fundamentally
rebalanced by the current governance and connectivity trends, although this definitive study suggests that some areas of improvement are possible if they are well
implemented. This pivotal analysis is essential reading for postgraduate students in economics and urban studies as well as researchers and policy makers in local and
central government.
This 1996 edition of Britain's Economic Problem opens with a substantial new chapter, 'Bacon and Eltis after 20 Years', in which the authors assess the impact of the
policies of successive Conservative governments to bring British public expenditure under control. They also develop their theory and apply it to Sweden which has
experienced the greatest increase in public expenditure of any European economy. This edition includes a complete reprint of the 1978 second edition of Britain's
Economic Problem: Too Few Producers which Harry G. Johnson described as 'interesting, both for its explanation of 'the British disease' and for the economic-theoretical
foundations on which its analysis is based'. The original book provided a new explanation of the decline of the British economy which showed how a growing shift of
Britain's resources from the production of goods and services which can be marketed at home and overseas to the provision of unmarketed public services
simultaneously:- reduced the rate of growth and weakened the balance of payments - reduced investment and the economy's ability to provide productive jobs - fuelled the
accelerating inflation and obstructive trade union behaviour from which Britain suffered.
Managing the Service Economy: Prospects and Problems
Essays on Medieval Agriculture and General Problems of the Medieval Economy
The Macroeconomy Today
Problems of British Economic Policy, 1870-1945
Current Problems of the World Economy and International Trade
Economic Analysis of the Gypsy Moth Problem in the Northeast
This best-selling book provides a sound understanding of the principles, basic concepts, and methodology of engineering economy. This user-friendly book is
extensively revised and updated to reflect current trends and issues, with an emphasis on the economics of engineering design throughout. A useful reference for
engineers interested in reviewing the basic principles of engineering economy.
Land is an important finite commodity in the modern world. In the past wars have been fought over it and land shortage has been the cause of many famines. In
modern times debates rage over just how land should be controlled by government and over whether land should be publicly or privately owned. This book, which was
first published in 1984, surveys the major problems and debates connected with land use in the modern developed world. The opening chapters examine the main
components of the problem and describe the development of the debate about land from Malthus onwards. The book then analyses land policy in a number of different
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countries, including the United Kingdom, the United States, Japan, and Eastern Europe. This book is ideal for students of geography and economics.
Review of the Foreign Press
Economic Review
Applied to commercial forest stands. I
Hearing Before the Select Committee on Small Business, United States Senate, Ninety-fourth Congress, First Session ... Eugene, Oreg., August 25, 1975
Engineering Economy
The UK Regional–National Economic Problem
This book introduces the basic tools of dynamic optimization in economics to study environmental problems, applies econometric methods to estimate and test the models derived by dynamic optimization, and discusses
environmental problems in a broad perspective, including the design and implementation of environmental policies. Although the coverage is selective, it represents what the author has to offer from his perspective and experience
gained in research in dynamic optimization, econometrics and policy analysis, especially for China. The volume is self-contained for readers with mathematical background of first-year graduate students in the analytical fields of
science and engineering but only limited training in economics, while an economics text presumes more knowledge of economics. Once the tools are mastered, the reader can pursue his own research on the topic if he is
interested, or simply become a more mature citizen in the global economy.
The Economy Today is noted for three great strengths: readability, policy orientation, and pedagogy. The accessible writing style engages students and brings some of the excitement of domestic and global economic news into the
classroom. Schiller emphasizes how policymakers must choose between government intervention and market reliance to resolve the core issues of what, how, and for whom to produce. This strategic choice is highlighted
throughout the full range of micro, macro, and international issues, and every chapter ends with a policy issue that emphasizes the markets vs. government dilemma. The authors teach economics in a relevant context, filling
chapters with the real facts and applications of economic life. Schiller is also the only principles text that presents all macro theory in the single consistent context of the AS/AD framework. The Economy Today, fourteenth
edition, is thoroughly integrated with the adaptive digital tools available in McGraw-Hill’s LearnSmart Advantage Suite, proven to increase student engagement and success in the course.
Britain and the Economic Problem of the Cold War
Economic Problems of Women
Britain’s Economic Problem Revisited
Britain’s Economic Problem: Too Few Producers
Hearings Before the United States Joint Committee on the Economic Report, Eightieth Congress, First Session, on June 24-26, July 2, 8, 9, 10, 14-17, 1947
Economic Development

Many accounts of British development since 1945 have attempted to discover why Britain experienced slower rates of economic growth
than other Western European countries. In many cases, the explanation for this phenomenon has been attributed to the high level of
defence spending that successive British post-war governments adhered to. Yet is it fair to assume that Britain's relative
economic decline could have been prevented if policy makers had not spent so much on defence? Examining aspects of the political
economy and economic impact of British defence expenditure in the period of the first cold war (1945-1955), this book challenges
these widespread assumptions, looking in detail at the link between defence spending and economic decline. In contrast to earlier
studies, Till Geiger not only analyses the British effort within the framework of Anglo-American relations, but also places it
within the wider context of European integration. By reconsidering the previously accepted explanation of the economic impact of
the British defence effort during the immediate post-war period, this book convincingly suggests that British foreign policymakers retained a large defence budget to offset a sense of increased national vulnerability, brought about by a reduction in
Britain's economic strength due to her war effort. Furthermore, it is shown that although this level of military spending may have
slightly hampered post-war recovery, it was not in itself responsible for the decline of the British economy.
"Economic Development, Twelfth Edition, presents the latest thinking in economic development with the clear and comprehensive
approach that has been so well received in both the developed and developing worlds. The pace and scope of economic development
continues its rapid, uneven, and sometimes unexpected evolution. This text explains the unprecedented progress that has been made
in many parts of the developing world but fully confronts the enormous problems and challenges that remain to be addressed in the
years ahead. The text shows the wide diversity across the developing world and the differing positions in the global economy that
are held by developing countries. The principles of development economics are key to understanding how we got to where we are, how
great progress has been made in recent years, and why many development problems remain so difficult to solve. The principles of
development economics are also key to the design of successful economic development policy and programs as we look ahead. The
field of economic development is versatile and has much to contribute regarding these differing scenarios. Thus, the text also
underlines common features that are exhibited by a majority of developing nations, using the insights of the study of economic
development. The few countries that have essentially completed the transformation to become developed economies, such as South
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Korea, are also examined as potential models for other developing countries to follow. Both theory and empirical analysis in
development economics have made major strides, and the Twelfth Edition brings these ideas and findings to students. Legitimate
controversies are actively debated in development economics, and so the text presents contending theories and interpretations of
evidence, with three goals. The first goal is to ensure that students understand real conditions and institutions across the
developing world. The second is to help students develop analytic skills while broadening their perspectives of the wide scope of
the field. The third is to provide students with the resources to draw independent conclusions as they confront development
problems, their sometimes ambiguous evidence, and real-life development policy choices-ultimately, to play an informed role in the
struggle for economic development and ending extreme poverty"-Problems in Economic Development
UNDOC, Current Index
Background Information on European Countries; Political Conditions and Economic Recovery Problems...
Migrant and Seasonal Farmworker Powerlessness: A-B. Manpower and economic problems. 2 v
Geography, globalisation and governance
The Political Economy and the Economic Impact of the British Defence Effort, 1945-1955
By examining the development of economics in the 20th century, this book argues that the breakthroughs of post WWII general
equilibrium theory and its rejection of utilitarianism and marginal productivity have been misunderstood. Mandler maintains that
although earlier neoclassicism deserved criticism, current theory does not adequately address the problems the discarded concepts
were designed to solve, and that intractable dilemmas therefore appear.
Public Choice, Political Economy, and the Economics of Public Policy & Law
The Micro Economy Today
Economic and Loan Problems Confronting the Fisheries Industry: Portland, Maine, February 17, 1975
The Land Problem in the Developed Economy (Routledge Revivals)
Post-war Economic Policy and Planning: The problem of unemployment and reemployment after the war. Unemployment compensation
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